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programme, organised eight workshops on effective asset disclosure, whistle-blower protection, 
healthcare corruption, local public procurement, private sector corruption, political immunities, 
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establish what impact they had on improving effectiveness of competent national authorities in 
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are doing to tackle corruption and what the best practices are to share at EU level. 

This document can not constitute an authentic record of proceedings. The workshop was public 
and live web streamed. The video record can be found under the following link: 
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PART A: WORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Welcome and introduction 
 
 
9:06 The Chair, Ms Grässle, introduced the workshop and the speakers. 
 
9:07 Ms Pitera 
 
The Rapporteur, Ms. Pitera, opened the workshop with remarks about the development of the EU 
Strategy to Combat Fraud. She warned that criminal networks and their financial crimes deprive the 
Member States of 5% of the global GDP and they limit investment. According to the Eurobarometer, 
citizens think that corruption is a serious problem in their country. Its cost is almost 1% of EU GDP, 
which is almost the same value as the EU budget.   
 
9:20 Ms Chinnici 
 
Ms. Chinnici stated that corruption takes money from taxpayers and the economy; citizens care 
about this issue. She gave an example of good practice in Italy, where the National anti-corruption 
Authority was established in 2014. 
 
 
Panel 1: EU Institutions’ and Organisations’ experience 
 
 
9:27 Mr Bley 
 
Mr Bley gave a presentation about Interpol, which is not an EU institution but the oldest police 
organisation cooperating worldwide. It does not instruct MS but offers a framework for cooperation 
between authorities. There are two areas within Interpol’s responsibility:  anti-corruption and asset 
recovery, and corruption in sport. Interpol also offers so-called notices for sharing information about 
suspect people. A new silver notice was introduced to help target and seize assets. Capacity building 
and training programmes are another service which is offered. Interpol also participates in the StAR 
Global focal point platform, which is a network for the exchange of information between authorities 
from different countries to fight corruption. Mr Bley stated that Europe is a strong partner that does 
not need much help. It is a secure financial environment and, therefore, likely a place where money 
comes in from corruption outside.  
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9:42 Ms Stefan 
 
Ms Stefan emphasized that we have high standards for countries who want to join the EU but once 
they are in, there are very few standards and acquis. Therefore, the question is whether it is worth 
investing so much political energy in convincing countries to move forward in this very complicated 
agenda, which goes against the interests of the most important people in the country, pushing 
politicians to move against their interests. This is because after accession, nothing can keep them 
from going back to the old practices. As Eurobarometer and demonstrations show, people care 
about corruption and if the EU is to stay together, it has to speak publicly about solving the issue. Ms 
Stefan also gave recommendations for potential areas of future action. There should be an 
evaluation of the institutions (and not only criticism of MS), people need to see a reaction to any 
misconduct. We should communicate the efforts and recommendations with the public. We should 
evaluate the European Semester, whether it is an adequate instrument (many topics, not enough 
media exposure). We also need to address the issue of corruption because of the cases of 
investigative journalists disappearing. 
 
9:56 Mr Onidi 
 
Mr Onidi rejected Ms Stefan’s statement about the EU closing its eyes over new states. He further 
supported the change of including anti-corruption analysis in the European Semester instead of 
having independent reports. Mr Onidi pointed out that the EU has very sophisticated legislation for 
money laundering and public procurement (the most demanding in the world) and many other 
instruments such as OLAF etc.  
 
10:06 Mr Dolan  
 
Mr Dolan complained that the European Commission has not made any progress since 2011. He did 
say that the European Semester replaced the Anti-corruption Report. According to him, it was 
already included, even though the Semester is not comprehensive enough and it only addresses 
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certain member states. It gives the impression that fighting corruption is a bureaucratic exercise 
behind closed doors, but it should be the opposite - a visible vocal presence as a political exercise. A 
comprehensive anti-corruption strategy for MS is needed to integrate priorities in all levels, since 
there is evidence of serious backsliding by MS in protecting anti-corruption law and populists are 
debasing the language of corruption. 
 
 
10:19 Questions & Answers 
 
 
10:19 Ms Chinnici  

To Mr Onidi  
What has come out of the Anti-corruption experience-sharing programme? In what direction 
should we be moving? 

 
10:20 Ms Pitera  

To Ms Stefan 
How would you assess the effectiveness of these rounds of assessments (in the national 
parliaments, governments, judiciary etc.)? Do you think that countries that have been 
subject to such assessments are believed to follow through the given recommendations?  

 
To Mr Onidi 
What happens to those MS not included in the Report (which covers only 14 MS)? 
If we decide to publish individual recommendations, to what extent would you actually 
assess their efficiency if joint action to fight corruption is needed? 

 
10: 23 Ms Grässle  

To Mr Bley  
Do you have specific statistics for the notices provided by Interpol? How can states help 
recover their assets and is there any cooperation? 
 

10:24 Ms Ayala Sender 
  To Mr Bley  

Was there any participation in the Moldova case? In addition, what specifically did Interpol 
do in this case? 

 
To Ms Stefan 
How are third countries, particularly neighbouring ones, chosen for monitoring? Could we 
have a biannual report for countries both in the EU and outside the EU? 
 

 
Answers 
 
 
10: 28 Mr Onidi 
 
The sharing programme is meant for practitioners.  
 
The main priority is to discuss how to implement different instruments; secondly is to have an 
exchange on the difficulties experienced by the authorities while fighting corruption. The third 
aspect includes practical cases of investigation. 
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No MS is left out; all the MS have to provide background material for the Semester so we are prepared 
to discuss the specific MS. 
 
Western Balkan neighbouring countries are systematically covered. Others are not; we do cover 
Tunisia thanks to the dedicated technical assistance programme. 
 

 
© European Union 2018 – EP/DH 

 
 
10: 32 Ms Stefan 
 
First, we have the Evaluation report that recommends how to use different tools in different 
countries to achieve results. After that, we have a Compliance report where the country is supposed 
to issue a report to show what recommendations have been applied. Then there is a re-evaluation 
of recommendations and country that might be requested again. 
 
Third countries, like Tunisia, are not part of GRECO, therefore they cannot profit from the expertise.  
Countries make efforts when under evaluation but then they fall back afterwards so the challenge is 
how to capture that and ensure the irreversibility of reforms. 
 
10:37 Mr Bley  
 
Latest information states that there were 385 red notices linked to corruption cases. Interpol must 
remain politically neutral, if there is an investigation of corruption that may be politically motivated, 
Interpol cannot issue the red notice, which might reduce the number of notices.  
We have no cooperation with the organisation for assets recovery. 
In the Moldova case, where billions of euros disappeared, Interpol was not asked for help. 
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10:38 Mr Onidi 
 
An important aspect is investigation. In the past, we concentrated on the EU on the overall legislative 
framework. However, we do facilitate more and more through Europol and with the help of Interpol. 
An example of this is the case of the journalists in Malta and Slovakia. EC also discusses the issue with 
GRECO and UN. 
 
10:41 Ms Grässle 
 
I think as the Parliament, we want to have a regular Anti-corruption Report again.  
 
 
Panel 2: OLAF and Member States’ experience  
 
 
10:41 Mr Ilett 
 
Mr Ilett gave definitions of corruption and fraud. We see corruption in two contexts: protecting the 
EU budget (on the expenditure side) and, occasionally, misconduct in the institutions. We also come 
across corruption in procurement and classic corruption coming from outside the institutions to gain 
influence. Mr Ilett gave further examples and techniques of corruption. The European Public 
Prosecutor’s Office is being put into action after many years. A proposal to amend the OLAF 
regulation to allow it to better help the Prosecutor is a key importance. On the national level, there 
is room for improvement, it is necessary to facilitate the role of external bodies (Europol, OLAF).  
 
10:58 Mr Levi 
 
There is an overlap between fraud, corruption and organised crime. We should establish the nature 
of illegal markets. There is no general obligation to report suspicions of money laundering to the 
authorities. Whistleblowing is one of the most important mechanisms by which we learn about 
fraud. The rewards model for whistle-blowers is not as developed in Europe as it is in the US and 
South Korea. There should not be any practical distinction between reporting internally and to the 
regulators; it should be made clear to whom people should report, which is still not included in the 
Commission’s proposal.  
 
 
11:07 Mr Vaughan took over the role of the chair, welcomed other guests, and thanked everyone 
for their contributions. 
 
11: 08 Mr Cantone 
 
Mr Cantone spoke about Italy’s experience with corruption and organised crime. Three pillars to fight 
corruption in public institutions were introduced in 2012.  The first pillar is based on learning from 
mistakes, looking into various forms of public administration and integration plans. For example, one 
measure introduced was job rotation and protection of whistle-blowers. The second pillar is based 
on transparency that stimulates accountability and creates trust between citizens and 
administrations. Two joint measures were introduced: the obligation to provide data publicly, and 
generalised access for citizens. The third pillar is based on the impartiality of civil servants. The more 
the staff is impartial, the fewer corruption risks occur. Measures were taken against moving from the 
controlled area of the public sector into the private one, to avoid conflicts of interest. Another 
measure is to have a code of conduct to include disciplinary actions. Italy made progress in its 
ranking in the Transparency International Index from 62nd to 15th position.  
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11:31 Questions & Answers 
 
 
11:31 Ms Pitera 
 

To Mr. Levi 
What is your assessment of the role of journalists in the process of combating corruption? 
Would it be a good idea to finance investigative journalists from the European budget? 
Would it create any threats? 

 
11:32 Ms Chinnici 

To Mr Ilett 
Could you give us more information about the issue of vote buying and being compensated, 
either financially or by other means, as a part of corruption in Italy? Could you speak more 
about the adaptation of EU legislation in individual MS? Could you give us more information 
about the cross-border anti-corruption special capacities, how do you believe we can 
combat the cross border side of corruption? 

 
 
Answers  
 
11:35 Mr Levi 
 
Investigative journalism is a form of whistleblowing and I have not previously considered it to be 
funded from the EU budget. It might be a good idea but it would need to be done through a process, 
to avoid concerns that journalists would only focus on the institutions themselves. Most of the 
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funding comes from public sources and, in many cases, from parties interested in harming the 
person being investigated and we should not forget that.  
 
11:37 Mr Ilett 
 
The output of investigative journalism can be a very valuable source. Regarding the adaptation of 
legislation in the MS: all MS should be in a position to prosecute their residents or persons within 
their jurisdiction, who are attempting to bribe a person outside that jurisdiction. There are instances 
where legislation is presented as rather a preventive action and it is up to MS to decide how they 
facilitate international bodies like OLAF (example of Czech Republic and Slovakia). 
 
11:43 Mr Cantone 
 
In the US, they refer to whistle-blowers as a watchdog and I think the role of investigative journalism 
is very important. Transparency of public administration has to provide information for journalists. 
Journalists look up the information on our authority website to see whether there is any distortion 
behind the consultancy work or public procurement. Investigative journalism has a lever effect on 
public administration mechanisms on corruption. It is vital to provide fiscal incentives, so 
investigative journalists can gain access to the information they need. 
 
 
Closing remarks 
 
 
11:45 Ms Chinnici 
 
Closing remarks and thanks to the guests. The debate showed the need for legislation to harmonise 
and support MS in combating corruption. The biannual report would help MS to be more productive. 
Thanks to Interpol for the international cooperation. Cultural exchange on prevention should be 
promoted. 
 
11:52 Ms Pitera 
 
Thank you for interesting presentations. The speakers confirmed that in the fight against corruption, 
we already have institutions with years of experience in place. Such meetings should take place once 
a year. 
 
11:53 Ms Grässle  
 
Thanks to everybody. We can see successes and we should sell them. We need a follow up 
mechanism, new reports and a permanent monitoring system, which will show what has been 
implemented. Corruption is a way of discrediting opponents and we have to be able to prove 
whether the accusations are true.  
 
11:59 Mr Vaughan 
 
Thanks to everybody who took part in the discussion.   
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PART B: WORKSHOP BACKGROUND INFORMATION  

1. WORKSHOP PROGRAMME 
 

WORKSHOP ON  
HOW TO BETTER COMBAT FRAUD?  

FOLLOW UP OF THE COMMISSION’S  
ANTI-CORRUPTION SHARING PROGRAMME 

 
 

Organised by the Policy Department on Budgetary Affairs for 
The Committee on Budgetary Control 

 

Wednesday, 20 June 2018 
09:00 - 12:00 

Paul-Henri Spaak Building, Room 5 B001 
European Parliament, Brussels 

 

DRAFT WORKSHOP PROGRAMME 
 

 

Welcome and introduction 
 
 

09:00-09:15 Dr Ingeborg GRÄSSLE, MEP 
Chair of the Committee on Budgetary Control 
 
Ms Julia PITERA, MEP 
Rapporteur  
 
Ms Caterina CHINNICI, MEP 
Rapporteur 
 

 
Panel 1: EU Institutions’ and Organisations’ experience 
 
 

The existing policies and programs aiming at fighting corruption (EU and international)  
  
09:15-09:30 Mr Sebastian BLEY, Head of Anti-Corruption and Financial Crimes Unit 

(AFC), Interpol 
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09:30-09:45  Ms Laura STEFAN, Director at the Expert Forum in Romania and expert 

consultant at GRECO, Group of States against Corruption 
 
Evaluation of the Commission Anti-Corruption Experience Sharing Programme  
 
09:45-10:00 Mr Olivier ONIDI, DG HOME, Deputy Director-General for Security, 

European Commission 
 
10:00-10:15 Mr Carl DOLAN, Director, Transparency International EU 
 
10:15-10:30 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
 
Panel 2: OLAF and Member States’ experience  
 
 

OLAF experience in fighting corruption 
 
10:30-10:45  Mr Nicholas ILETT, acting Director General of the European Anti-Fraud 

Office 
 

Effective protection mechanisms (whistle-blowers, transparency policy) and national 
authorities - EU cooperation    
 
10:45-11:00 Prof. Michael LEVI, Professor of Criminology at the School of Social 

Sciences, Cardiff University 
 
Control mechanisms and prevention  
 
11:00-11:15 Mr Raffaele CANTONE, President of the Italian National Anti-corruption 

Authority 
 
11:15-11:30  QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
 
Closing remarks 
 
 

11:30-12:00  Ms Caterina CHINNICI, MEP 
Rapporteur 
 
Ms Julia PITERA, MEP 
Rapporteur  
 
Dr Ingeborg GRÄSSLE, MEP 
Chair of the Committee on Budgetary Control 

 
 

* * * 
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2. BIOGRAPHIES OF SPEAKERS 

 
 

 

 

 
Sebastian BLEY 
Head of Anti-Corruption and Financial Crimes Unit (AFC), 
Interpol 
 

 
In October 2001, Mr Bley commenced his service with the Federal Criminal Police of Germany 
(BKA). During this time he studied at the University of Applied Sciences for Public 
Administration of the Federal Ministry of Interior and completed a 3-year study programme 
on Public Security and Administration in 2004. Following the completion of this course, Mr 
Bley worked as a Criminal Intelligence Officer for an international correspondence unit 
focusing on property crime, within the Serious and Organized Crime Directorate of the BKA. In 
2008, Mr Bley transferred within the BKA Directorate to become an investigator within a unit 
at the Economic and Financial Crimes Sub-Directorate. In 2012, Mr Bley commenced his role 
as the Coordinator and Assistant to the Head of the Economic and Financial Crimes Sub-
Directorate. Since March 2016, Mr Bley has worked with INTERPOL while on secondment from 
the BKA. He is currently serving as Coordinator of the Anti-Corruption Unit. 
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Raffaele CANTONE,  
President of the Italian National Anti-corruption 
Authority 

 
Raffaele Cantone, magistrate, is President of the National Anti-Corruption Authority since 
April 28, 2014.  
 
He was born in Naples on 24 November 1963, and is married with two children.  
 
He graduated in law on 26 October 1986 from the University of Naples Federico II with the 
highest award (110 cum laude). On 26 May 1992, he received the Master Diploma in 'Crim-
inal Law and Procedure' from the same University.  
 
He won the open examination for magistrate on 1 August 1991 and was assigned to the 
Prosecutor's Office at the District Court of Naples, where he dealt with crime and profes-
sional misconduct; in September 1996 he was appointed Public Prosecutor at the Court of 
Naples and assigned to the Section of "economic crime", where he was involved in inves-
tigations into tax offences, corporate, banking and insolvency and co-ordinated the inves-
tigation of important cases, with strong EU law profiles.  
 
In September 1999, he was assigned to the District Anti-Mafia Directorate of Naples, where 
he was responsible for the investigation of organized crime in the Campania Region (so 
called Camorra); he followed investigations about the aforementioned groups’ infiltration 
in Northern Italy (in the Regions of Emilia, Veneto) and the recycling and reuse of orga-
nized crime capital abroad (in England, Scotland, Germany, Hungary and Poland). He 
worked on the infiltration of the Casalesi family, one of the most important and powerful 
groups of Camorra, in the sector of public waste in the province of Caserta.  
 
Transferred in October 2007 to the Massimario of the Supreme Court of Cassazione, he was 
firstly appointed in the civil section, focusing mainly on administrative sanctions, the Pinto 
Act and the tax sector; from September 2011 he was assigned to the criminal law and since 
October 2013 he has been coordinator of the sector. After the entry into force of the 2012 
Anti-Corruption Law 190, he was involved in all the decisions regarding the application of 
the new law.  
 
By Decree of the President of the Republic, after deliberation by the Council of Ministers 
and a favourable opinion of the parliamentary Committees for Constitutional Affairs of 
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both the Camera dei Deputati and the Senate, on 28 April 2014 he was appointed Presi-
dent of the National Anti-Corruption Authority for a term of six years.  
 
Institutional activity  

He has been a member of the Scientific Committee established at the Ministry of Justice 
by decree of 1 October 1998 for the reform of the Criminal Code.  
 
He was, for four legislatures, part time consultant to the parliamentary Anti-Mafia Com-
mission, and he also participated in preparing the report on organized crime of Camorra 
in Campania Region.  
 
Since December 2011, he has been a member of the Commission set up by the Minister of 
Public Service, for studying and dealing with corruption and, in this capacity, he partici-
pated in the preparation of the report containing proposed amendments to the Italian 
corruption bill.  
 
International experiences  

In the role of investigating magistrate he has been involved in several investigations with 
connections abroad. He worked at the Office of Massimario on various international issues 
regarding the applicability of EU law, in particular on the subject of a European arrest war-
rant.  
 
Scientific activities  

Repeatedly appointed rapporteur to study meetings organized by the Superior Council of 
Magistracy for training activities, from 2002 to 2006 he was the contact person for the Dis-
trict Court of Appeal of Naples for decentralized training in criminal matters, and was as-
sociate judge for the training of trainee judges.  
 
In University activities, President Cantone was a visiting teacher of Criminal Law at the Uni-
versity Federico II in Naples for the academic year 2003/2004, and also held at the graduate 
school for the legal professions at the University Suor Orsola Benincasa of Naples and at 
the faculty of law in Salerno.  
 
He is currently teacher of "Anti-mafia legislation: substantive and procedural problems” at 
the University Suor Orsola Benincasa of Naples and of "Prevention of Corruption and 
Transparency in the Public Administration” at the University Federico II in Naples.  
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Carl DOLAN,  
Director of Transparency International EU 
 

 
Carl has worked at Transparency International EU since 2011 and became its director in 2013. 
He has previously worked in UK Research Councils, the European Commission and the 
European Foundation Centre. He holds degrees in economics and philosophy from 
University College Dublin (1991-97) and studied, and taught, political philosophy at the 
University of Bristol (1999-2002). 
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Nicholas ILETT,  
Acting Director General of the European Anti-Fraud 
Office   
 

 
Since October 2017, Nicholas Ilett has been the acting Director-General in the European Anti-
Fraud Office (OLAF), European Commission. He was also acting Director-General for 13 
months in 2010-2011. 
 
After joining OLAF in 2002 as Director for Intelligence and Information Services (2002-2005), 
he was successively Director for Policy and Resources (2006-2012), Director Investigations II 
in the areas of structural funds, agriculture and customs (2012-2015) and Principal Adviser 
(2015-2017). 
 
In his earlier career, Mr Ilett was an official of the UK Treasury, which he joined in 1973. He 
was twice posted to the UK Permanent Representation to the EU in Brussels (1975-1977 and 
1998-2002), on the first occasion immediately after the first UK referendum on membership. 
 
Mr Ilett studied at the Universities of Oxford, Munich and Cambridge and has undertaken 
professional training at the Ecole Nationale d'Administration in France, the 
Bundesverwaltungsakademie in Germany, the UK Civil Service College and Columbia 
Business School. He speaks English, French, German and some Italian.  
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Michael LEVI,  
Professor of Criminology at the School of Social 
Sciences, Cardiff University 
 
 

 
Dr Michael Levi (MA, Dip Crim, PhD, DSc (Econ)) has degrees from Oxford, Cambridge, 
Southampton and Cardiff Universities and has been Professor of Criminology at Cardiff 
University since 1991. 
 
He has been conducting international research on the control of white-collar and 
organised crime, corruption and money laundering/financing of terrorism since 1972, and 
has published widely on these subjects as well as editing major journals. See further, 
http://www.cardiff.ac.uk/people/view/38041-levi-michael 
 
 
Public Positions and Roles in last four years 

Member, Group of Experts on Corruption, European Union;  Member, UK Cabinet Office 
Counter-Fraud Cross Sector Advisory Board; Committee Member, European Criminal Law 
Association – ECLA (UK); Member, Center for Global Development Working Group on Illicit 
Money Flows; Advisory Group Member, Internet-Facilitated Organised Crime Threat 
Assessment (iOCTA), EC3, and Serious Organised Crime Threat Assessment (SOCTA), 
Europol; Scientific Expert, Ad hoc Drafting Group on Transnational Organised Crime (PC-
GR-COT), Council of Europe; Member, RCUK's Partnership in Conflict, Crime & Security 
Research Strategic Advisory Group; Member, Committee on the Illicit Tobacco Market, US 
National Academy of Sciences; Non-executive member, Crime Statistics Advisory 
Committee, UK Statistics Authority. 
 
Distinctions 

2017 2nd Prize, Economic and Social Research Council International Impact Prize. 
 
2014 Sellin-Glueck Award, American Society of Criminology, for contributions to 
comparative and international criminology. 
 
2013 Distinguished Scholar Award, International Association for the Study of Organized 
Crime (IASOC) 
 
Fellow of the Learned Society of Wales; Fellow, Academy of Social Sciences; Associate  

http://www.cardiff.ac.uk/people/view/38041-levi-michael
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Fellow, Royal United Services Institute; Senior Research Fellow, RAND Europe 
 
Recent Research  

Detecting and Preventing Mass-Marketing Fraud, EPSRC; Economic Crime Learning Centre, 
College of Policing; Demystifying the Corruption Paradox by Exploring Bribery ‘at Home’, 
British Academy; Cyber-Related Economic Crime and Implications for Policing Approaches, 
City of London Corporation; The Cost of Non-Europe in the area of Organised Crime and 
Corruption: Annex II - Corruption, EPRS_STU(2016)579319; The Economic, Financial & Social 
Impacts of Organised Crime in the European Union, European Parliament, PE 493.018; 
Evaluating Country Performance in Anti-Money Laundering: the Search for Rationality and 
Legitimacy, American Bar Foundation and British Academy; The Protection of 
Whistleblowers: the feasibility of a legal instrument on the protection of employees who make 
disclosures in the public interest, European Committee on Legal Co-operation, Council of 
Europe; A Study of the Prevalence and Nature of Financial Abuse of Those Lacking Mental 
Capacity, Dawes Trust; The study on paving the way for future policy initiatives in the field of 
fight against organised crime: the effectiveness of specific criminal law measures targeting 
organised crime, DG Home. 

 
 
  

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=EPRS_STU(2016)579319
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Olivier ONIDI,  
DG HOME, Deputy Director-General for Security, 
European Commission 
 
 

 
Olivier Onidi is Deputy Director-General of the Directorate-General Migration and Home Affairs 
at the European Commission, in charge of Security since 1 December 2016.  
 
His last assignment was Deputy Director-General of Directorate-General Migration and Home 
Affairs, with the specific task of coordinating the Commission-wide work related to the Central 
Mediterranean Route in the context of the refugee crisis.  
 
Previously, he was Director for the "European Mobility Network" within Directorate-General for 
Mobility and Transport, responsible for the development of the Trans-European Transport 
network infrastructure, the implementation of the Connecting Europe Facility funding 
instrument and the creation of a Single European Rail area. Prior to this, he was Director for 
Innovative and Sustainable Mobility within the same Directorate-General, in charge of clean 
and urban transport, intelligent transport systems and road safety.  
 
He also worked as Deputy Head of Cabinet of the Energy Commissioner, Mr Günther H. 
Oettinger, as Head of Unit for air transport, aviation safety and environment and Head of the 
satellite navigation system programme – GALILEO.  
 
His first posts in the Commission were assistant to Directors-General in the areas of Energy & 
Transport, External Relations, the Secretariat General, and in the cabinet of the Commissioner 
for Research and Development, innovation, education and training.  
 
Before joining the Commission, he worked as an adviser to the Executive Committee of 
Belgacom and as public policy Manager at American Express International. 
 
Mr Onidi holds Master degrees in Economics, in European Studies and in Business 
Administration. 
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Laura STEFAN,  
Director at the Expert Forum in Romania and expert 
consultant at GRECO, Group of States against Corruption  
 

 
Laura Stefan has been the Rule of Law and Anticorruption Coordinator for Expert Forum (EFOR) 
since 2011 and has over 15 years of professional experience in both public and private sector 
practice. Since 2012 Ms. Stefan has been one of the 17 members of the Expert Group on Corruption, 
appointed by the European Commission, offering support for the anti-corruption report for EU 
Member States. She also acts as an international expert in the areas of anti-corruption, judicial 
reform, assets recovery and money laundering for the European Commission, for the World Bank, 
as well as for UNDP and OECD. She coordinates various national and regional programmes on her 
areas of expertise. 
 
Between 2005 and 2007 Ms. Stefan served as Director in the Romanian Ministry of Justice 
responsible for the anti-corruption policy. She drafted and promoted the anti-corruption strategy 
and action plan, wrote and advocated for key anticorruption legislation, designed awareness 
programmes and worked on reforming the Public Prosecutor’s Office. She also undertook very 
important representation functions such as: head of delegation and bureau member in GRECO, 
high representative to SPAI and SPOC, Romanian representative to the OECD Anticorruption 
Network and UN global forums on corruption and organized crime, member of the UNDP 
Anticorruption Practitioners Network. In these capacities she added a vital regional perspective to 
her anti-corruption expertise, especially with regard to the South-Eastern Europe, Caucasus and 
Central Asian area. She left the Ministry of Justice to join the Romanian Academic Society where 
she was the Anti-corruption Coordinator until the end of 2011. 
 
She worked previously as a Legal Advisor in two USAID funded programsme: one focused on 
reforming the Romanian local administration (2003-2004) and another focused on streamlining 
the legal and regulatory framework for the business environment (2000-2003). Her work focused 
on areas such as the public disclosure of assets, conflicts of interest and incompatibilities, freedom 
of information, citizens’ participation in the decision-making process. 
 
Ms. Stefan graduated from the LLM (Master of Laws) programme organized by Cambridge 
University, UK in 2003-2004. Her focus areas were: EC Trade Law, EC Competition Law, WTO and 
International Economic Law, and EC and UK Intellectual Property Law. She holds a BA in law from 
the Bucharest University and a Diploma in European Law from the French-Romanian Institute for 
business law and international cooperation “NICOLAE TITULESCU - HENRI CAPITANT”. 
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3. PRESENTATIONS 

 
 

— by Sebastian BLEY 
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— by Michael LEVI 
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— by Olivier ONIDI 
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— by Laura STEFAN 
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Since April 2015, the European Commission has organised 8 workshops on 
effective asset disclosure, whistle-blower protection, healthcare corruption, 
local public procurement, private sector corruption, political immunities, 
anti-corruption indicators and economic impact of corruption. Firstly, the 
workshop focused on the most important subjects and assessed the 
outcome of the Commission workshops. It also tried to know what impact 
they had on improving effectiveness of competent national authorities in 
fighting corruption and how should the European Commission should 
encourage Member States to fight against corruption? 
 
The second part of the workshop was devoted to the question on what are 
the EU and Member States doing to tackle corruption and what are best 
practices to share at EU level. 

DISCLAIMER 
This document is addressed to the Members and staff of the European Parliament to assist them in their 
parliamentary work. The content of the document is the sole responsibility of its authors and should 
not be taken to represent an official position of the European Parliament. 
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